
Geometric determination of the poles of highest andsecond highest order of Hodge and motivic zetafunctionsB. Rodrigues�January 14, 2003AbstractTo any f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C with f(0) = 0 one can associate the motivic zetafunction. Another interesting singularity invariant of f�1f0g is the zeta function onthe level of Hodge polynomials, which is actually just a specialization of the motivicone. In this paper we generalize for the Hodge zeta function the result of Veys whichprovided for n = 2 a complete geometric determination of the poles. More precisely wegive in arbitrary dimension a complete geometric determination of the poles of ordern�1 and n. We also show how to obtain the same results for the motivic zeta function.Introduction(0.1) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C with f(0) = 0 and let h : X ! U be an embedded resolutionof f�1f0g in the germ (A nC ; 0) of A nC at the origin, where U is a Zariski open subset of A nCcontaining the origin. Denote by Ei, i 2 T , the irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) andset E�I := (Ti2I Ei) n (Sl =2I El) for I � T . So X is the disjoint union of the locally closedstrata E�I , I � T . For i 2 T we also denote by Ni and �i � 1 the multiplicities of Ei in thedivisor on X of f � h and h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn), respectively.To f one associates the (local) Hodge zeta function ZHod(f; s), which is an interestingsingularity invariant of the germ of f�1f0g at the origin. It is de�ned as follows in terms ofthe embedded resolution h:ZHod(f; s) :=XI�T H(E�I \ h�1f0g)Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 2 Q (u; v)(T );where H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial. For each variety V this Hodge polynomial H(V )is a polynomial over Z in two variables u and v, see (1.3). The expression above, whichshould be considered as a rational function in the variable T = (uv)�s, does not depend onthe chosen resolution. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that it is a specializationof the well-known motivic zeta function, which is intrinsically de�ned in [4] by Denef and�Postdoctoral Fellow of the Fund for Scienti�c Research - Flanders (Belgium).2000 Mathematics Subject Classi�caton. 14B05 14E15 14J17 (32S45)1



Loeser using motivic integration. In the same paper also the following formula in terms ofthe resolution h is derived:Zmot(f; s) = L�nXI�T [E�I \ h�1f0g]Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 :(Sometimes the de�nition is rescaled to eliminate the factor L�n .) Here we denote by [�] theclass in the Grothendieck ring of algebraic varieties over C and by MC the localization ofthis ring with respect to L := [A 1C ]; see (1.3). Then this zeta function lives in a localizationof the polynomial ring MC [L�s ].Interesting about the Hodge zeta function ZHod(f; s) is for example that almost all propo-sitions for the motivic zeta function also hold already for ZHod(f; s); thus, for a lot of purposesthe level of Hodge polynomials turns out to be �ne enough already. And on this level weat least work over an integral domain; recall in this context the result of Poonen [9] statingthat the Grothendieck ring of varieties is not an integral domain.(0.2) We are especially interested in the poles of these zeta functions. Here we say that arational number q is a pole of order d of ZHod(f; s) if (uv)�q is, considering ZHod(f; s) as arational function in the variable T = (uv)�s. For the notion of a pole of the motivic zetafunction, see (1.4).Clearly the only possible poles are the elements of the set f� �iNi j i 2 Tg. Hence we willsimply call them the candidate poles. It is quite interesting to note that the absolute valuemini2Tf�i=Nig of the largest candidate pole is in fact just the log canonical threshold of fat 0 (and is thus independent of the chosen resolution), see [6, Section 8]. The whole setf� �iNi j i 2 Tg is of course not an invariant of f , but its subset consisting of the poles ofZHod(f; s) is. Philosophically the poles of these zeta functions are induced by \important"components Ei, which occur in every resolution.Furthermore, these poles are related to eigenvalues of the local monodromy of f : X ! A nCby the remarkable Monodromy Conjecture. This conjecture states that for any pole s� ofZHod(f; s) the complex number e2�is� is an eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at somepoint of f�1f0g. For n = 2 this conjecture is already proved; see [7] or [10]. For n � 3 itis still open, but we consider the many partial results which are existing by now as a lot ofevidence for it; see for example [2], [8], [11] and [13].(0.3) It is an important and di�cult question whether or not one can decide \geometrically"when a given candidate pole � �iNi , i 2 T , is a pole. In the case of two variables Veysalready gave a positive answer to this question, proving the following complete geometricdetermination of the poles.(0.3.1) Theorem ([14, Theorem 4.3]). Let n = 2 and let h be the minimal embeddedresolution of f�1f0g in (A 2C ; 0). Then a rational number s� is a pole of ZHod(f; s) if and onlyif s� = � 1Ni for some irreducible component Ei of the strict transform of f�1f0g or s� = � �iNifor some exceptional curve Ei intersecting at least three times other components.2



In fact Veys proved this result for the so-called topological zeta function, see [3] for thede�nition of this function; but one can easily check that this immediately implies Theorem0.3.1. The condition on the resolution h of being minimal may as well be dropped, at leastwhen we replace \intersecting at least three times other components" by \intersecting atleast three times other components Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1".Recall the formula of A'Campo [1, Theorem 3]. It states that the alternating product ofall characteristic polynomials of the local monodromy of f at 0 is equal toYi2Te (1� tNi)��(E�i );where �(�) denotes the topological Euler characteristic and Te is the subset of T selectingprecisely the indices i the corresponding variety Ei is exceptional for. Relating this fact withthe Monodromy Conjecture it is not too surprising that precisely the exceptional (rational)curves Ei intersecting at least three times other components claim a special place in Theorem0.3.1, as they are precisely the ones satisfying ��(E�i ) > 0.One can associate similar zeta functions to a nonconstant regular function f on a normalsurface germ (S; 0), see [16]. Also in this more general situation a complete geometricdetermination of the poles has been proved already.(0.3.2) Theorem ([12, Theorem 3.4]). Let f be a nonconstant regular function on a normalsurface germ (S; 0), satisfying f(0) = 0. Let h : X ! S be any embedded resolution off�1f0g in (S; 0), and take s� 2 Q . Then s� is a pole of ZHod(f; s) if and only if(i) s� = � 1Ni for some irreducible component Ei of the strict transform of f�1f0g, or(ii) s� = � �iNi for some rational exceptional curve Ei intersecting at least three times othercomponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, or(iii) s� = � �iNi for a cycle of rational exceptional curves Ei, or(iv) s� = � �iNi for some non-rational exceptional curve Ei.
(0.4) Remark that the above theorems actually give a statement about the poles of order1 and 2. In this paper we will prove the following remarkable generalization for arbitrarydimensions, concerning the poles of order n� 1 and n.(0.4.1) Theorem. Let n 2 N�3 , f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C and s� 2 Q . Fix a \good" embeddedresolution h : X ! U of f�1f0g in (A nC ; 0). Let F1; : : : ; Fs be exactly the irreducible compo-nents with h(Fi) = f0g of all the curves EI satisfying s� = � �iNi for i 2 I, where I � T withjIj = n� 1. Then s� is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order n� 1 or n if and only if(i) there is a special point for s�, or(ii) there is a non-rational curve Fi, or(iii) there is a rational curve Fi intersecting at least three times other components Ej with�j + s�Nj 6= 1, or 3



(iv) there is a cycle of rational curves Fi.A \good" embedded resolution is de�ned in Subsection 1.2. For the notion of special point,see De�nition 3.4.1 and Subsection 3.8. For the time being one should only note that forn = 2 a special point can be interpreted as an intersection point of an irreducible componentEi of the strict transform of f�1f0g satisfying s� = � �iNi with an exceptional curve Ejsatisfying s� 6= � �jNj . With this interpretation the theorem above will also hold for n = 2(except in the case of a node), yielding a statement equivalent to Theorem 0.3.1; see Remark3.8.2(i) for more details.Theorem 0.4.1 also holds for the motivic zeta function Zmot(f; s).1 Preliminaries(1.1) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C with f(0) = 0 and let h : X ! U be an embedded resolutionof f�1f0g in the germ (A nC ; 0). By this we mean that h is a proper birational morphismfrom a nonsingular variety X to a Zariski open subset U of A nC containing the origin suchthat the restriction h : X n h�1(f�1f0g) �! U n f�1f0g is an isomorphism and h�1(f�1f0g)has normal crossings in X. In particular the irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) arenonsingular hypersurfaces. An embedded resolution always exists in characteristic zero byHironaka [5].Remember that a reduced hypersurface E of X has normal crossings if for all x 2 Xthere exists a regular system of parameters t1; : : : ; tn in the local ring OX;x of X at x suchthat the ideal in OX;x of each irreducible component of E containing x is generated by oneof the ti.(1.2) Denote by Ei, i 2 T , the (reduced) irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g). In fact, thegerm notation being introduced to indicate that we are only interested in a neighborhood ofthe origin 0 2 A nC , we may as well assume that Ei \ h�1f0g 6= ; for each i 2 T .We say that the resolution h : X ! U is a good embedded resolution if h�1f0g = Sj2J Ejfor some subset J of T . One easily sees that such a good embedded resolution always exists.Indeed, we only have to start the resolution process by blowing up at the origin of A nC ,whatever the situation might be.Let Ni and �i � 1 be the multiplicities of Ei in the divisor on X of f � h and h�(dx1 ^� � � ^ dxn), respectively. We call (�i; Ni) the numerical data of Ei. Although we denote byde�nition the irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) by Ei, we will sometimes denote themfreely by E, E(j)i , et cetera. For the numerical data we then use the corresponding notation(�;N), (�(j)i ; N (j)i ), et cetera. For i 2 T and I � T we denoteE�i := Ei n[j 6=iEj; EI :=\i2I Ei and E�I := EI n [j2TnIEj:In particular when I = ;, we have E; = X. Remark that X is the disjoint union of the E�I .We obviously have for a subset I of T either that EI = ; or that each irreducible componentof EI has dimension n� jIj. 4



Note that the properness of h implies that h�1f0g is complete. Hence, h�1(f�1f0g) beingclosed in X, all the nonempty intersections EI \ h�1f0g, with I � T , are complete.(1.3) The zeta function on the level of Hodge polynomials associated to f , or shorter, theHodge zeta function associated to f , is de�ned in terms of an embedded resolution h asZHod(f; s) :=XI�T H(E�I \ h�1f0g)Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 2 Q (u; v)(T );where we consider (uv)�s as a variable T and where H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial.For a variety V this Hodge polynomial is given by H(V ) := Pp;q ep;q(V )upvq 2 Z[u; v];here ep;q(V ) = Pi�0(�1)ihp;q(H ic(V; C )) with hp;q(H ic(V; C )) the rank of the (p; q)-Hodgecomponent of the i�th cohomology group with compact support of V .The results of this paper will also apply to the motivic zeta function. Before we pass toits de�nition we give a brief description of the Grothendieck ring of complex varieties. Inthis context a variety is not necessarily irreducible, it is a reduced separated scheme of �nitetype over C . We denote by K0(VarC ) the Grothendieck group (or ring) of complex varieties.It is the abelian group generated by the symbols [X], for X a complex variety, with therelations [X] = [Y ] if X and Y are isomorphic as complex varieties, and [X] = [Y ] + [X nY ]if Y is Zariski closed in X. There is a natural ring structure on K0(VarC ), the product of[X] and [Y ] being equal to [X�C Y ]. We set L := [A 1C ] and denote byMC the ring obtainedfrom K0(VarC ) by inverting L.The motivic zeta function associated to f can be de�ned in terms of an embedded reso-lution h as follows: Zmot(f; s) :=XI�T [E�I \ h�1f0g]Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 ;where [�] denotes the class in MC and where the expression L�s should be considered as avariable.The remarkable fact that the de�ning expression for Zmot(f; s) does not depend on thechosen resolution follows from [4, Theorem 2.2.1]. Hence the same is true for ZHod(f; s) sinceit can be obtained as a specialization of the motivic zeta function, heuristically by replacing[�] by H(�), thus by taking Hodge polynomials.(1.4) We are interested in the poles of these zeta functions. For the Hodge zeta functionthe notion of pole is rather clear: we say that a rational number q is a pole of order d if(uv)�q is, considering ZHod(f; s) as a rational function in the variable T = (uv)�s. For themotivic zeta function we use the de�nition of a pole introduced in [12]. Very briey, wejust have to represent Zmot(f; s) as a quotient of two polynomials in the variable L�s over a\well-chosen" ring A, say for example Zmot(f; s) = N(L�s)=D(L�s). The main point aboutA is that in this ring the elements 1� Lq and bLa , for q 2 Q n f0g, b 2 Z n f0g and a 2 Q ,are units; see [12, Subsection 4.4] for the rigorous de�nition of A. For a nonzero polynomialH(L�s) over A and a rational number q we denote by n(H; q) the unique natural number5



such that (L�s � L�q )n(H;q)jH(L�s) and (L�s � L�q )n(H;q)+1 - H(L�s) in A[L�s ]. Now wesimply say that a rational number q is a pole of Zmot(f; s) if n(D; q) > n(N; q). If q is a poleof Zmot(f; s), then we call n(D; q) � n(N; q) the order of the pole q. For more details werefer to [12, Section 4].It is easily seen that all poles of our zeta functions are of the form � �iNi for some i 2 T .Therefore we call the rational numbers � �iNi , i 2 T , the candidate poles. Moreover, we willsay that � �iNi is the candidate pole induced by the irreducible component Ei of h�1(f�1f0g).(1.5)Note. In what follows we will often suppose, without explicitly mentioning it anymore,that a polynomial f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] n C and an embedded resolution h : X ! U of f�1f0gin (A nC ; 0) are given. We will also always assume that f(0) = 0 and that Ei \ h�1f0g 6= ; foreach i 2 T ; recall (1.2).2 A relation between the numerical data(2.1) In this very brief section we only recall the following result of W. Veys. It will be animportant tool in the proof of our geometric determination in Section 3.(2.2) Lemma ([15, Example and Remark after Proposition 4.3]). Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] ands� 2 Q . Let I � T such that EI 6= ;, jIj = n� 1 (or equivalently dim EI = 1) and s� = � �iNifor i 2 I. Consider an irreducible component F of EI with h(F ) = f0g. Let Ej, j = 1; : : : ; r,be exactly the irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) which intersect F (but do not containit). Denote �j + s�Nj by �j, for j = 1; : : : ; r. ThenrXj=1 mj(�j � 1) = 2g(F )� 2;where mj is the number of intersection points of F and Ej.3 Geometric determination of the poles of highest andsecond highest order(3.1) For simplicity of notation we will �rst treat the case of surfaces, i.e., the case n = 3.Let us recall the formula of the Hodge zeta function in terms of an embedded resolution h :ZHod(f; s) =Xi2T H(E�i \ h�1f0g) uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1+ Xfi;jg�T H(E�fi;jg \ h�1f0g) Yl2fi;jg uv � 1(uv)�l+sNl � 1+ Xfi;j;kg�T H(Efi;j;kg \ h�1f0g) Yl2fi;j;kg uv � 1(uv)�l+sNl � 1 ;6



where we use the notation of Section 1. To start the study of the poles of this function wealso recall that for this purpose we consider ZHod(f; s) as a rational function in T = (uv)�s,and that we call � �N a pole of order d if (uv)�=N is, see (1.4). Furthermore, we see that1(uv)�+sN � 1 = �TN(T � (uv)�=N)(TN�1 + TN�2(uv)�=N + : : :+ (uv)(N�1)�=N) ;and hence that � �N is a pole of order 1 of 1(uv)�+sN�1 .(3.2) So in order to have a candidate pole s� of order 3 we need three components E1, E2and E3 such that (E1 \ E2 \ E3) \ h�1f0g 6= ; and s� = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 . On the otherhand, as soon as there is a trio of components satisfying those two conditions, s� will be apole. Indeed, suppose that Ii, i = 1; : : : ; r; are exactly the subsets of T satisfying jIij = 3,EIi \ h�1f0g 6= ; and s� = � �jNj for j 2 Ii. SinceH(EIi \ h�1f0g) = card(EIi \ h�1f0g);we see that s� is a pole of order 3 unless0 = rXi=1 card(EIi \ h�1f0g)Yj2Ii �(uv � 1)(uv)�jNj(uv)(Nj�1)�j=Nj= rXi=1 card(EIi \ h�1f0g) (1� uv)3(uv)3s� Qj2IiNj= (1� uv)3(uv)3s�  rXi=1 card(EIi \ h�1f0g)=(Yj2IiNj)! :But clearly the latter expression is di�erent from zero, which implies the following result.(3.3) Proposition. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3]nC and let s� 2 Q . Fix an embedded resolutionh : X ! U of f�1f0g in (A 3C ; 0) and use the notation of Section 1. Then s� is a pole ofZHod(f; s) of order 3 if and only if there exist three components E1, E2 and E3 of h�1(f�1f0g)satisfying (E1 \ E2 \ E3) \ h�1f0g 6= ; and s� = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 .(3.4) We now proceed to the poles of order 2. To make life a little bit easier, we introducethe following terminology.(3.4.1) De�nition. When h : X ! U is an embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (A 3C ; 0) forsome given polynomial f and when s� is a given rational number, then we call a point P 2h�1f0g a special point for s� if P belongs to an irreducible component F of the intersection7



of two components E1 and E2 of h�1(f�1f0g) with h(F ) 6= f0g and s� = � �1N1 = � �2N2 , andif P does not belong to a third component Ei of h�1(f�1f0g) with s� = � �iNi .(3.5) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3]nC and let s� 2 Q . Fix an embedded resolutionh : X ! U of f�1f0g in (A 3C ; 0) and use the notation of Section 1. Suppose that there do notexist three components E1, E2 and E3 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying (E1 \E2 \E3)\h�1f0g 6= ;and s� = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 . Then s� is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order 2 if and only if(i) there is a special point for s�, or(ii) there exist two components E1 and E2 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying E1 \ E2 6= ; ands� = � �1N1 = � �2N2 , and such that the curve E1 \ E2 has a non-rational irreduciblecomponent F with h(F ) = f0g, or(iii) there exist two components E1 and E2 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying E1 \ E2 6= ; ands� = � �1N1 = � �2N2 , and such that the curve E1\E2 has a rational irreducible componentF with h(F ) = f0g and intersecting at least three times other components Ej ofh�1(f�1f0g) with �j + s�Nj 6= 1.Proof. Let us �rst look for \the residue of order 2" at s�. Let F1; : : : ; Fr be exactly theirreducible components with h(Fi) = f0g of all the curves Efj;kg satisfying s� = � �jNj = � �kNk .When Fi, for i = 1; : : : ; r, is a component of Efj;kg, we put Ni := NjNk. Suppose thatFi intersects ki times other components E(i)j (for j = 1; : : : ; ki) with �(i)j + s�N (i)j 6= 1. Ifwe denote the contribution of Fi to the residue of order 2 at s� by Ri and if we denote�(i)j + s�N (i)j by �(i)j , then we haveRi = (1� uv)2Ni(uv)2s�  uv � giu� giv + (1� ki) + kiXj=1 uv � 1(uv)�(i)j � 1! ;for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, where gi is the genus of Fi. Let P1; : : : ; Ps be exactly the special points fors�. When Pi belongs to the components Ej, Ek and El with s� = � �jNj = � �kNk and s� 6= � �lNl ,we put eNi := NjNk and e�i := �l + s�Nl. When Pi only belongs to the components Ej andEk with s� = � �jNj = � �kNk , we also put eNi := NjNk, but now we arti�cially put e�i := 1.If we denote the contribution of Pi to the residue of order 2 at s� by Qi, then we have fori 2 f1; : : : ; sg that Qi = (1� uv)2eNi(uv)2s� uv � 1(uv)e�i � 1 :For i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, write ki = kposi + knegi , where kposi and knegi stand for the number ofintersections of Fi with components E(i)j with �(i)j > 0 and �(i)j < 0, respectively; and supposefor convenience that �(i)j > 0 precisely for j 2 f1; : : : ; kposi g. Also we write �(i)j = ��(i)j if�(i)j < 0. We treat the special points in exactly the same way, now looking at the signof e�j, for j = 1; : : : ; s. In particular, we have s = spos + sneg and e�j > 0 precisely for8



j 2 f1; : : : ; sposg. Note that �(i)j and e�j cannot be zero by the assumptions of the theorem.With this notation we can writeRi = (1� uv)2Ni(uv)2s� 0@uv � giu� giv + (1� ki) + kposiXj=1 uv � 1(uv)�(i)j � 1+ kiXj=kposi +1 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� uv�(i)j 1A for i = 1; : : : ; r;Qi = (1� uv)2eNi(uv)2s� uv � 1(uv)e�i�1 for i = 1; : : : ; spos; andQi = (1� uv)2eNi(uv)2s� (uv)e�i(uv � 1)1� (uv)e�i for i = spos + 1; : : : ; s ;and s� is a pole of order 2 if and only if rPi=1Ri + sPi=1Qi 6= 0, or equivalentlyT := (uv)2s�(1� uv)2  rXi=1 Ri + sXi=1 Qi! 6= 0:Suppose �rst that there are no special points for s�, that all the curves Fi are rationaland that ki � 2 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Note that ki � 1 by Lemma 2.2, since Fi is a rationalcurve. But when ki = 1 or ki = 2 it easily follows from the relation of Lemma 2.2 thatRi = 0.We now still have to prove that whenever one of the three conditions is ful�lled, therational number s� will be a pole of order 2. First assume that condition (ii) is ful�lled andsuppose for example that g1 = g(F1) > 0. Becauselimu!0T = rXi=1 1� knegi � givNi + sposXi=1 1eNi 6= 0;since g1 > 0 and gi � 0 for i 2 f2; : : : ; rg, we see that T 6= 0. So s� is a pole of order 2 inthis case.From now on we assume that all the curves Fi are rational, so condition (ii) cannotbe ful�lled anymore. In fact, for computing the residue, we may also assume that all therational curves Fi have ki � 3. Let us now treat the case that condition (i) is satis�ed, i.e.,there are special points for s�, but condition (iii) is not, i.e., r = 0. Then we havelimu!0T = sposXi=1 1eNi ;which can only be zero if spos = 0. In this caseT = sXi=1 (uv)e�i(uv � 1)eNi(1� (uv)e�i)9



and we can consider q := minfe�ij1 � i � sg. Then clearlylimu!0� T(uv)q� = �X 1eNi 6= 0;where the summation runs over i 2 f1; : : : ; sg with e�i = q. This implies that T 6= 0 andhence that s� is a pole of order 2.Finally we suppose that condition (iii) is satis�ed, i.e., r � 1. We have to show thatT 6= 0. So suppose that limu!0 T = 0, otherwise we are done. Because gi = 0 for eachi 2 f1; : : : ; rg, we have rXi=1 1� knegiNi + sposXi=1 1eNi = 0:This equality implies that T = rPi=1Ri + sPi=1Qi, whereRi = 1Ni 0@uv + kposiXj=1 uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 + kiXj=kposi +1 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j 1A ;Qi = uv � (uv)e�ieNi((uv)e�i � 1) for i = 1; : : : ; spos; andQi = (uv)e�i(uv � 1)eNi(1� (uv)e�i) for i = spos + 1; : : : ; s:For simplicity we can assume that e�i 6= 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; sposg. Now we distinguish twopossibilities.(1) Suppose that none of the �(i)j and e�i equals 1, that kposi = 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg and thatspos = 0. In this case we haveT = rXi=1 1Ni  (uv)�(i)1 (uv � 1)(uv)�(i)1 � 1 + kiXj=2 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j !+ sXi=1 (uv)e�i(uv � 1)eNi(1� (uv)e�i) :Denote by q the minimum of the set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � kio [ fe�ij1 � i � sg. Now�x i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. By Lemma 2.2 we know that�(i)1 = (ki � 2) + kiXj=2 �(i)j > kiXj=2 �(i)j ;which implies that �(i)1 > �(i)j for j = 2; : : : ; ki. We obtain thatlimu!0� T(uv)q� = � rXi=1 1Ni#fjj2 � j � ki and �(i)j = qg� sXi=1 1eNi �(e�i = q) < 0;10



where �(e�i = q) = 1 if e�i = q and �(e�i = q) = 0 otherwise. This yields that T 6= 0.(2) Suppose exactly the negation of (1).Denote by q1 the minimum of the set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � kio [ fje�ij j 1 � i � sg [f1g.(i) q1 = 1. We see thatlimu!0� T(uv)� = rXi=1 1Ni �1� kposi �#fjjkposi + 1 � j � ki and �(i)j = 1g�� sposXi=1 1eNi � sXi=spos+1 1eNi �(e�i = 1):By Lemma 2.2 we know that Pkij=1 �(i)j = ki � 2. Because ki � 3, we �nd that kposi � 1 foreach i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. So every term in the sum above is nonpositive. But the assumptionin (2) precisely implies that at least one term, and therefore also the whole sum, is strictlynegative. So we can conclude that T 6= 0.(ii) q1 < 1. Now we can start an analogous process as in the last and most di�cult partof the proof of [12, Theorem 3.4]. Let us recall this process very briey. Supposing thatlimu!0 � T(uv)q1 � = 0 will imply that in the expressions for Ri and Qi we may as well omitthe terms of the form (uv � (uv)�)=((uv)� � 1) with � = q1 and replace the terms of theform (uv)�(uv � 1)=(1 � (uv)�) with � = q1 by �uv. Then the minimum of the remainingexponents of uv in the expression for T will be strictly larger than q1. Denote it by q2 andsuppose that also q2 < 1. When limu!0 � T(uv)q2 � = 0, we can perform the same cancellationritual. After a �nite number of steps this process will clearly stop. When it stops at stepn, then either qn = 1, or qn < 1 and limu!0 � T(uv)qn � 6= 0. Now it is remarkable that whenqn = 1 the expression for limu!0 � T(uv)� is precisely equal to the one in case (i), hence alsohere this limit is di�erent from zero. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.5. �Now we will give the statement that embraces the poles of order 2 as well as the poles oforder 3.(3.6) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3]nC and let s� 2 Q . Fix a good embedded resolutionh : X ! U of f�1f0g in (A 3C ; 0) and use the notation of Section 1. Let F1; : : : ; Fr be exactlythe irreducible components with h(Fi) = f0g of all the curves Efj;kg satisfying s� = � �jNj =� �kNk . Then s� is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order 2 or 3 if and only if(i) there is a special point for s�, or(ii) there is a non-rational curve Fi, or(iii) there is a rational curve Fi intersecting at least three times other components Ej with�j + s�Nj 6= 1, or 11



(iv) there is a cycle of rational curves Fi.For the notion of good embedded resolution, see (1.2); and for the notion of special point,see De�nition 3.4.1.Proof. Suppose that s� is a pole of order 3. Then there exist three components E1, E2 andE3 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying (E1 \ E2 \ E3) \ h�1f0g 6= ; and s� = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 .Since h is a good embedded resolution, at least one of these three components is entirelymapped by h onto the origin of A 3C . Suppose for example that h(E1) = f0g. Then we haveon the surface E1 two intersecting curves F1 and F2, both satisfying the relation of Lemma2.2. Suppose now that conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) are not ful�lled. Then, by repeatedlyusing Lemma 2.2, we can prove in exactly the same way as in the �rst part of the proof of[12, Theorem 3.4] that condition (iii) should be satis�ed. This fact, together with Theorem3.5, already implies that at least one of the four conditions is satis�ed whenever s� is a poleof order 2 or 3.Now we pass on to the other implication. First observe that condition (iv) always impliesthat s� is a pole of order 3. So suppose that condition (i), (ii) or (iii) is satis�ed and that s�is not a pole of order 3. By Proposition 3.3 we know that the latter assumption is preciselythe only necessary condition to apply Theorem 3.5, which yields that s� is a pole of order 2.�(3.7) Remarks.(i) Let s� 2 Q be a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order 3 and suppose that conditions (i), (ii) and(iii) are not satis�ed. Then we know by the previous theorem that there should be acycle of rational curves Fi. But actually, one can even easily show that this cycle canbe taken to be a closed subset of one elected exceptional surface.(ii) When 0 is an isolated singular point of f�1f0g, we say that the good embedded res-olution h : X ! U of f�1f0g in (A 3C ; 0) is a fair resolution if h(Ei) = f0g for eachexceptional surface Ei. Note that such a fair resolution always exists when the originis an isolated singularity of f�1f0g.Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3]nC such that f�1f0g has an isolated singularity at 0 and supposethat h : X ! U is a fair resolution. Then one easily sees that there cannot be specialpoints for s�; so in the statement of Theorem 3.6 we can simply omit condition (i).
(3.8) Let us now go back to the general situation of a polynomial in n variables. Also in thiscase we can introduce the notion of a special point for a rational number s�. This will be apoint P 2 h�1f0g which contributes to the residue of order n� 1 at s�, but which does notbelong to any of the curves Fi in the statement below. We leave the details to the reader.(3.8.1) Theorem. Let n 2 N�3 , f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn]nC and s� 2 Q . Fix a good embeddedresolution h : X ! U of f�1f0g in (A nC ; 0) and use the notation of Section 1. Let F1; : : : ; Fr be12



exactly the irreducible components with h(Fi) = f0g of all the curves EI satisfying s� = � �iNifor i 2 I, where I � T with jIj = n� 1. Then s� is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order n� 1 or nif and only if(i) there is a special point for s�, or(ii) there is a non-rational curve Fi, or(iii) there is a rational curve Fi intersecting at least three times other components Ej with�j + s�Nj 6= 1, or(iv) there is a cycle of rational curves Fi.(3.8.2) Remarks.(i) When n = 2, we can interpret a special point as an intersection point of an irreduciblecomponent Ei of the strict transform of f�1f0g satisfying s� = � �iNi with an exceptionalcurve Ej satisfying s� 6= � �jNj . With this interpretation Theorem 3.8.1 still holds inthe case of curves, except when the germ (f; 0) is analytically equivalent to (xN1 xN2 ; 0)for some N 2 N n f0g. Note that in this exceptional case the germ of (f�1f0g)red at 0is analytically equivalent to a node. The proof is exactly the same as for arbitrary n,except the part where we integrate the poles of order 2 in the statement of the polesof order 1; in particular it might happen that s� is a pole of order 2, but yet noneof the four conditions is satis�ed. Now, using [14, Section 3], it only needs an easyveri�cation to see that this problem can only occur when the germ (f; 0) is analyticallyequivalent to (xN1 xN2 ; 0) for some N 2 N n f0g.Also note that conditions (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.8.1 cannot occur in this situationof curves. Then Theorem 3.8.1, omitting conditions (ii) and (iv), is equivalent to theanalogue for ZHod(f; s) of the theorem for Ztop(f; s) of Veys, recall Theorem 0.3.1 andits succeeding remark concerning the condition of intersecting at least three times othercomponents.(ii) Theorem 3.8.1 also holds for the motivic zeta function Zmot(f; s). Indeed, the impli-cation which states that s� is a pole of order n � 1 or n if at least one of the fourconditions is satis�ed, easily follows from the technique of specialization. When wereturn for example to the proof of Theorem 3.5, we obtain by an easy calculation thats� is a pole of Zmot(f; s) of order 2 if and only ifrXi=1 (L � 1)2NiL2s�  [F �i ] + kiXj=1 (L � 1)L��(i)j1� L��(i)j !+ sXi=1 (L � 1)2eNiL2s� (L � 1)L�e�i1� L�e�i 6= 0in A; see [12, Proposition 5.4.1] for a very similar fact (and proof). But now we notethat \the residue of order 2" at s� of the Hodge zeta function ZHod(f; s) can obviouslybe seen as the specialization of the expression above. Thus, when s� is a pole ofZHod(f; s) of order 2, the same is true for Zmot(f; s).13
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